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 Connecting Players through Superior Craftsmanship and Innovation Since 1845  

Whether you are a professional who requires the best equipment, or a social player looking for an entertaining and enjoyable evening, 
Brunswick will make sure you have all the equipment and accessories you need.

Since 1845 when John Moses Brunswick built his first billiards table, the company he founded has remained focused on distinctive design, 
superior craftsmanship, and uncompromising quality and performance. With the introduction of other serious game tables like shuffleboard,  
air hockey, foosball, and table tennis, Brunswick has all major table sports covered.

Become part of the legend. When you invest in Brunswick tables, you not only own the best playing tables in the world, you own part of the 
industry leading Brunswick Billiards heritage. 

THE PLAYER’S CHOICE
EXCELLENCE IS AN ATTITUDE… QUALITY IS A TRADITION

http://brunswickbilliards.com
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A PREMIER FAMILY OF BRANDS
It only takes one word to explain why all Brunswick brands are a cut above the rest, quality. We design and build high 
quality lifestyle products that improve and add to the quality of life of our customers. Our industry-leading products 
are found on the water, in recreational centers, at fitness centers, and in homes in more than 130 countries around 
the globe. Brunswick Billiards is our cornerstone brand in this premier family of brands in the marine, fitness, and 
billiards industries.

BRUNSWICK
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ACTON™

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

SPECIFICATIONS
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TABLE SIZES:  
7' and 8' available in Black

FINISH OPTIONS: Black

POCKET OPTIONS:  
Drop pocket or gully return

LEG OPTION: As shown

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES CUE RACK

Gully return available

An affordable table that’s naturally 
dramatic, sleek, and sophisticated. 
Durable plastic pocket corners hold 
up under the most intense play 
with either man-made leather, or 
optional genuine leather pockets. The 
pearlized, composite resin sites look 
amazing with the jet-black laminate 
rails, aprons, and legs. The rugged 
construction means the Black Wolf II is 
built for a lifetime of tournament play. 
Gully return available.

Contender® Floor Cue Rack 
in Matte Black

BLACK WOLF™ II Shown in Black

Shown in Chestnut

http://brunswickbilliards.com


SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES CUE RACK
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Shown in Product ColorShown in Product Color

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES CUE RACK

Gully return available

Matte Black Mahogany

CENTURION™

Shown in Matte Black

Competition Style
The Centurion, a superb combination 
of streamlined styling and rigorous 
engineering standards, features 
attractive and sturdy pedestal-style 
legs, a leg stretcher, and foot levelers. 
Features include Brunswick’s patented, 
industry leading SuperSpeed® cushion 
rubber, durable, solid wood construction 
throughout, real mother-of-pearl rail 
sights, high-performance nut plates 
for demanding, long-lasting play, and 
dovetail cross supports that utilize Old 
World construction methods for superior 
modern-day performance. The Centurion 
also utilizes genuine leather pockets for 
durable, tournament play.

TABLE SIZES:  
8' and 9' available in Matte Black 
9' available in Mahogany

FINISH OPTIONS: 

POCKET OPTIONS:  
Drop pocket or gully return

LEG OPTION: As shown

Matching Gold Crown™ Wall Cue Rack  
in Matte Black holds 12 cues. 



ASHBEE™

Shown in Product Color

SPECIFICATIONS FEATURES CUE RACK
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TABLE SIZE: 9'

FINISH OPTION: 

POCKET OPTIONS:  
Drop pocket or gully return

LEG OPTION: As shown

Black

Gully return available

Metro™ Wall Cue Rack

Tournament Edition
Metro’s contemporary design, 
durability, craftsmanship, and 
precision make it a great choice for 
a billiard club. Features longer rails 
and tighter pockets engineered to 
strict World Pool-Billiard Association 
specifications. The Metro Tournament 
Edition has unique, brushed aluminum 
accents and is built of premium solid 
wood with dovetail cross supports. It’s 
also fitted with Brunswick’s patented 
SuperSpeed® cushion rubber, cultivated 
mother-of-pearl rail sights, and long 
lasting genuine leather pockets. Table 
decals included. Gully return available.

METRO™

http://brunswickbilliards.com
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Shown in Product Color

SPECIFICATIONS

GOLD CROWN™ V Shown in Mahogany  
with Nickel Trim

Matching Gold Crown™ Wall Cue Rack  
in Mahogany holds 12 cues.

Lower receiver box included with  
gully return only

TABLE SIZE: 9'

FINISH OPTION: 

POCKET OPTIONS:  
Drop pocket or gully return

LEG OPTION: As shown

Mahogany 
with Nickel Trim

Tournament Edition
Since 1961, the Brunswick Gold Crown 
has reigned as the industry’s best 
playing professional pool table. The 
Gold Crown V Tournament Edition 
continues in this tradition with 
sophisticated new styling, while still 
maintaining its classic lines. The 
table features longer rails and tighter 
pockets engineered to strict World 
Pool-Billiard Association specifications. 
Featuring legendary SuperSpeed® 
cushion rubber, the patented industry 
standard for over 70 years, premium 
solid wood construction, dovetail cross 
supports, genuine cultivated mother-of-
pearl rail sights, and durable, genuine 
leather pockets. The Gold Crown V is 
the real deal. Gully return available.
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BILLIARD CLOTH

BRUNSWICK LIFETIME WARRANTY
Every Brunswick table is a timeless tribute to excellence in design and workmanship.  
Proud to stand behind every product that carries the Brunswick name, Brunswick tables  
are guaranteed for a lifetime.
Please read all terms and conditions of the warranty. Brunswick reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

BRUNSWICK CERTIFIED SLATE
Demonstrating our enduring commitment to superior performance, Brunswick meets or 
exceeds all Billiard Congress of America slate specifications. Diamond honed and stringently 
tested, Brunswick slate is certified for quality and comes with a lifetime warranty.

Different wood species offer unique texture and grain, as well as natural beauty. Minor variations in finish color may 
occur due to the natural characteristics of the wood. Photos may not be an accurate reflection of the product due to 
lighting conditions.

BILLIARD CLOTH
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BRUNSWICK CENTENNIAL® CLOTH
•  100% luxurious Merino wool weave billiard cloth available  

in 13 colors to reflect your room’s individual style.
•  Centennial cloth does not pill or shed, maintaining a clean, 

sleek playing surface.

 DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protector*  
is incorporated into the cloth 
fibers, safeguarding the cloth and 
table from occasional spills and 
protecting your investment without 
affecting play.

BRUNSWICK GREEN™ TIMBERLINE OLIVE

GUN METAL GREY

MCINTOSH CARDINAL RED CHOCOLATE BROWN

CHARCOAL GREY EBONY

MIDNIGHT BLUE

MERLOT

REGATTA BLUE

SAHARA

* Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont  
used under license by Brunswick Billiards.

http://brunswickbilliards.com


BILLIARD CUES
THE BEST IN THE WORLD  
CHOOSE THE BEST IN THE WORLD
WORLD CHAMPION EWA MATAYA LAURANCE  
PREFERS BRUNSWICK

Ewa Mataya Laurance is one of the most visible superstars in the history  
of pocket billiards. Known as The Striking Viking, she took the billiard  
world by storm after moving to the United States from her native Sweden.

Following her childhood dream of becoming the best in the world, she 
continues to be a dominant presence on the international billiard scene.  
Ewa is the current International and World Cup Trick Shot Champion, the 
holder of multiple World and U.S. Open 9-ball titles, and has also won the 
Swedish, European, and U.S. National Championships in her incredible 
career. A former number one ranked player in the world, Ewa has received 
Player of the Year honors, been named WPBA Sports Person of the Year, 
and in 2004, was inducted into the prestigious Billiard Congress of 
America Hall of Fame. 

Not only a superior billiards player, Ewa has a wonderful sense of humor, 
loves horses, and is one of the friendliest people you’ll ever meet. See 
amazing Ewa trick shots on our blog, and even ask her questions about the 
game at our new “Ask Ewa” feature. Visit BRUNSWICKGAMEON.COM.

My endorsement of Brunswick as  
a player has always been easy,  
I represent the best table in the  
world, so I have never been put in a 
position where I have to stretch the 
truth or exaggerate. It’s that simple.
 – Ewa Mataya Laurance
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BILLIARD CUES
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BILLIARD CUES

A great quality two-piece cue for any recreational billiard enthusiast, the SMOKE SERIES Cue Collection  
by Brunswick Billiards is expertly weighted and balanced for smooth play and brilliant shots. 

AR2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

AR1-PINK  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

SC1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

AR1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

JH1  |  Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

JS2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

JS1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

TH1  |  Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

SV1  |  Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

SC2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

SC2-PINK  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / Plated Metal Joint

CUE COLLECTION

http://brunswickbilliards.com


BILLIARD CUES
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BILLIARD CUES

The FIRE SERIES Cue Collection by Brunswick Billiards features piloted joint two-piece construction, expertly weighted  
and balanced for smooth play and brilliant shots. By any definition, an exceptional series of cues.

LJ1   |   Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

DS1   |   Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

JB1   |   North American Hard Rock Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

JB2   |   North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

KB1   |   Canadian Maple / Curly Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

JA1   |   Canadian Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

ME1   |   Canadian Maple / Curly Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

JL1   |   Canadian Maple / Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

CUE COLLECTION



BILLIARD CUES
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Exhibiting meticulous craftsmanship, the INFERNO SERIES Cue Collection by Brunswick Billiards is constructed with Canadian Maple  
and stainless steel Uni-Loc joints. This first-class cue series makes a statement at any level of play. 

EXPOSITION NOVELTY   |   This beautifully crafted, limited edition cue features elaborate inlay patterns mirroring the historical Exposition Novelty table’s stunning design.

CALUMET   |   A return to Brunswick’s heritage of hand inlays, this cue’s striking pattern features Bocate wood with aluminum, cocobolo, and turquoise inlays.

MONTROSE   |   A handsome and elegant cue graced by an ebony five-prong design with black and white inlays.

MARQUETTE   |   Inspired by the Romantic Era, this cue pairs with the breathtaking Marquette pool table and features five-prong Birdseye Maple, Cocobolo, and black inlays.

CHALLENGER   |   Exotic Purpleheart wood features an aluminum Art Deco inspired inlay. This top-of-the-line cue is modeled after our popular antique Challenger pool table.

LONGWOOD   |   A stylish refined cue, gracefully adorned by four-prong, diamond-shaped, spliced maple and cherry brown inlays.

LASALLE   |   Defined by rich ebony with cherry brown wood, this cue is framed by brushed aluminum and accented with turquoise inlays.

ISABELLA   |   Bringing history, royalty, and high society to mind, this cue is styled after the Isabella pool table, featuring brushed aluminum and blue gemstone inlays.

ARGYLE   |   Famous for a lustrous finish, Cocobolo tropical hardwoods blend with four-prong curly maple with black and sliver inlays.

MONARCH   |   Styled after a lavishly designed Brunswick antique, the Monarch pool table, this remarkable cue features polished brass insets and a laser-engraved lion. 

MEDFORD   |   Sleek and smooth, this elegant cue’s rich ebony six-prong inlay features beautiful Purpleheart wood with black and white acrylic.

NEWBURY   |   With polished fishbone detail and diamond-shaped, imitation ivory inlays, this cue is an impressive complement to the handsome Newbury pool table.

BILLIARD CUES

CUE COLLECTION

http://brunswickbilliards.com


BILLIARD CUES
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BILLIARD CUES

In celebration of the Gold Crown table’s 50th Anniversary in 2011, Brunswick Billiards created a special series of limited-edition cues. Three styles of cues are offered, 
the premier — Model GC5 — is numbered 1 to 500. All are worthy of the Gold Crown heritage and feature cutting edge technology and a laser engraved Brunswick logo.

Brunswick offers a range of cues for the billiards enthusiast. From the one-piece Tru-Balance™ cue to the top-quality Master Stroke™ cue,  
you are sure to find a cue to fit your needs. 

GC1  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

Master Stroke™ Cue

GC3  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

Centennial® Cue

GC5  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

Heritage® Cue

Tru-Balance™ Cue

GOLD CROWN

BRUNSWICK

CUE COLLECTION

CUE COLLECTION



BILLIARD CUES
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ACCESSORIES

BILLIARD CHALK 
12-PIECE, BLUE
While deep in color, this chalk is lightly pigmented. 
It is manufactured from the finest velvet-grade 
silica, ensuring maximum adherence and friction 
qualities. 

BLUE DIAMOND CUE TIPS
Brunswick Billiards Blue Diamond cue tips are made  
from specially selected  and treated leather and are 
infused with chalk. This creates a firm compressed  
cue tip for superb performance and playability time  
and time again.

SOLID BRASS BRIDGEHEAD
The heavy-duty forged brass bridge head  
has wide slots for better cue control, rubber 
footings for stability, and it self-screws onto  
the bridge cue.

TWO-PIECE BRIDGE STICK
Two piece bridge stick. Solid brass bridgehead sold separately. 

TWO PIECE 48 INCH CUE
This 48" cue is perfect for those shots in tight corners or for those times you need the control and balance  
of a short cue. 

http://brunswickbilliards.com


BILLIARD CUESACCESSORIES

9-BALL RACK
The nine ball rack is constructed of UV coated  
solid maple, with reinforced corners and dowel  
peg joinery.

BIG BREAK® RACK
Constructed of UV coated solid maple, with 
reinforced corners and dowel peg joinery the Big 
Break rack is engineered to give a tight fit for those 
breaks that count. 

BCA RULE BOOK
The official rules of the Billiard Congress of 
America. World standardized rules for 8-Ball, 
9-Ball, 14.1, One Pocket, and many other popular 
games. Also included are BCA Hall of Fame 
biographies, tournament results and records,  
and instructional tips. 

BILLIARD BALL POLISH 
Keep your balls playing their best with Brunswick 
Billiard Ball Polish and Cleaner. Formulated 
specifically for phenolic resin balls to keep them 
clean, polished, and static free. 

NATURAL HAIR TABLE BRUSH 
Features naturally resilient hair bristles that are 
gentle on your billiard cloth and designed to reach 
hard to get areas such as under your table cushions. 

CENTENNIAL® POCKET BALLS 
PREMIUM EDITION
Ground and polished for absolutely true and 
accurate roll. Constructed of 100% phenolic 
resin for uniform density. Centennial balls are 
ground and polished to radial tolerances of 0.001 
of an inch. These balls represent the standard of 
excellence in the billiards industry. 

15



BILLIARD CUES
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SHUFFLEBOARD GAME TABLES

GUNNISON™  
SHUFFLEBOARD
Professionals and amateurs alike will 
enjoy the play of the Gunnison. Its 
beautiful North American maple wood 
playfield with polymer resin surface 
is top of the line. Available in 14- and 
16-foot sizes, the Gunnison features 
solid wood and wood veneers in a 
lush chestnut finish. Lasting quality 
enhanced by six climate adjusters, 
leg levelers, and a full complement 
of accessories (including four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless 
abacus scorer, table brush, and 
Shuffleboard wax). Optional scorer  
and light set (set of two) available. 

TABLE SIZES: 14', 16'

FINISH OPTION: Chestnut 

DELRAY™  
SHUFFLEBOARD
Take fun seriously with the Delray. 
This shuffleboard table features a 
streamlined, contemporary design 
with matte black finish, handsome 
silver metallic textured laminate 
corners, and a 16" wide/1.5" 
thick play surface of yellow poplar 
(protected with polymer resin and a 
lifetime warranty). Four open shelves 
(under the cabinet at the center of 
the table) provide ample storage for 
the included accessories (four black 
pucks, four red pucks, stainless 
abacus scorer, table brush, and 
shuffleboard wax). Optional scorer 
and light set (set of two) available.

TABLE SIZES: 12', 14'

FINISH OPTION: Matte Black 

1-800-336-8764  |  BRUNSWICKBILLIARDS.COM16
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BILLIARD CUES
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ANDOVER™  
SHUFFLEBOARD
Evening entertainment begins with this 
classic shuffleboard table. Featuring a 
North American maple wood playfield 
and polymer resin surface, this table 
is exquisite in its playability and 
appearance. Available in 12- and 
14-foot sizes with a contemporary 
chestnut or espresso finish. Features 
convenient storage shelves found 
at the center leg and accessories 
(including four black pucks, four red 
pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table 
brush, and shuffleboard wax), the 
Andover provides a unique visual 
complement to any setting. Optional 
scorer and light set (set of two) 
available. 

TABLE SIZES: 12', 14'

FINISH OPTIONS: Chestnut, Espresso 

SHUFFLEBOARD GAME TABLES

SHUFFLEBOARD SCORER AND LIGHT SET
This beautiful Brunswick-branded electronic scorer keeps a player’s attention on the game. This accurate, 
easy to install unit straddles the table so players at each end know the score at a glance. Fits the Andover, 
Delray, and Gunnison shuffleboard tables. 

Easy to install table lights keep the play surface illuminated no matter where you place your shuffleboard 
table. Sturdy steel construction with black finish will complement any surroundings. Set of two fits the 
Gunnison, Delray, and Andover shuffleboard tables. 

SHUFFLEBOARD WAX
Designed to help maintain optimum 
playability, Brunswick’s shuffleboard 
wax allows players to have perfect 
control of their game.



BILLIARD CUESSHUFFLEBOARD GAME TABLES

MERRIMACK™  
SHUFFLEBOARD
No game room is truly complete 
without a shuffleboard table and the 
Merrimack (inspired by our Merrimack 
pool table) is so beautifully designed 
and built, it might just end up taking 
center stage. Expertly crafted, 
featuring a solid oak cabinet and 
maple hardwood play surface with 
polymer resin surface, the Merrimack 
combines Old World craftsmanship 
with the precise playability Brunswick is 
known for around the world.  
With seven different sizes available, 
from 9 foot to 22 foot, you can now 
choose a shuffleboard table that 
perfectly aligns with players’ skill level, 
your decor, and space. 

TABLE SIZES:  
9’, 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’, 20’, 22’

FINISH OPTIONS: Nutmeg 

CHALLENGER™  
SHUFFLEBOARD
The classics never go out of style. 
That’s why we modeled this top of 
the line shuffleboard table after 
our popular antique Brunswick 
Challenger pool table. Both 
professionals and amateurs alike 
will appreciate the Challenger’s 
impeccable playability, eye-catching 
good looks, and finely crafted 
details. Featuring a solid hardwood 
Art Deco design in a rich espresso 
finish and brushed stainless 
detailing, the Challenger is available  
in a broad range of sizes from  
9 foot to 22 foot, ensuring that it will 
fit seamlessly in any size game room.

TABLE SIZES:  
9’, 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’, 20’, 22’

FINISH OPTION: Espresso 

1-800-336-8764  |  BRUNSWICKBILLIARDS.COM18
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BILLIARD CUESSHUFFLEBOARD GAME TABLES

NEWBURY™ SHUFFLEBOARD
There’s only one way to exceed everyone’s expectations of what a game room should be, add the Newbury shuffleboard 
table. Available in a 16' size, the antique distressed finish, handcrafted herringbone detail, and vintage steel and 
verdigris brass hardware put the Newbury in a class all its own. Each table comes with complimentary accessories 
including 4 black pucks, 4 red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, and shuffleboard wax. For those with both 
a competitive spirit and distinctive taste, the Newbury raises the game of shuffleboard to an entirely different level.  

The Newbury shuffleboard table is part of our exquisite Newbury Collection, which also includes the Newbury pool 
table, game table, and game chair — everything you need to make your game room the number one entertainment 
destination for professional and social players alike. 

TABLE SIZE: 16'  |  FINISH OPTION: Unique 
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BILLIARD CUESTABLE TENNIS GAME TABLES

SMASH 5.0™ TABLE TENNIS
Our mid-range model features a 
handsome blue playing surface with 
matching net and net clips. With an 
18 mm-thick playing field for great 
stability and even greater shots, an 
undercarriage and caster system 
designed for strength and mobility, 
and fold-up capability for easy storage. 

SMASH 3.0™ TABLE TENNIS
A brilliant green playing surface 
with matching net and net clips 
helps Smash 3.0 stand out, both 
in appearance and performance. 
Featuring a 16 mm-thick playing field, 
sturdy undercarriage and casters,  
and fold-up capability for easy storage. 

SMASH 1.0™ TABLE TENNIS
Features a black 15 mm-thick MDF 
playing surface, clip-on net, sturdy 
undercarriage and casters, and fold-up 
capability for easy storage. 

3.0
I/O

Original from Taylor was outlined. 
“Smash” = Bank Gothic
“3.0” = Blair Medium (14 pt.; vertical scale 125%; Match “Shear” angle to existing)

1-800-336-8764  |  BRUNSWICKBILLIARDS.COM20
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SMASH 7.0™ TABLE TENNIS
Our latest entry into the table tennis 
game is as powerful as its name. 
Smash 7.0 features a classic black or 
blue play surface, matching nets and 
net clips, with a sturdy 25 mm-thick 
playing field for every loop, flip and 
(of course) smash made. A strong 
undercarriage ensures exceptional 
strength and stability, while the easy 
fold-up system makes moving and 
storage quick and convenient. Smash 7.0 
is truly a force to be reckoned with, and 
the ideal table for any age and level 
of play. 

SMASH I/O™ TABLE TENNIS
This versatile game table is designed 
for exceptional indoor or outdoor  
play. It features a vibrant blue  
4 mm playing surface, clip-on net, 
sturdy undercarriage and casters,  
and fold-up capability for easy storage. 

TABLE TENNIS GAME TABLES

Includes two performance-quality 
rackets and three Brunswick balls  
with high control characteristics  
for consistent play and precision. 



BILLIARD CUES
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SMASH 7.0 BP  
LIMITED EDITION  
TABLE TENNIS TABLE 
The Bright Pink Limited Edition SMASH 7.0 BP 
Table Tennis Table lets you show your support 
in a big way! This best-selling table is as 
brilliant and bright as the cause it stands for.

$50 of this purchase will benefit Bright Pink.  
Learn more at BRIGHTPINK.ORG.

BRIGHT PINK® IS AWARENESS IN ACTION™

Bright Pink is the only national non-profit organization focused on the prevention and 
early detection of breast and ovarian cancer in young women. Brunswick Billiards 
is proud to sponsor Bright Pink! We have designed three Limited Edition Bright Pink 
products. A portion of the proceeds from each purchase will benefit Bright Pink’s  
breast and ovarian health education and support programs, offered free of charge  
to women nationwide. 

BRIGHT PINK® IS AWARENESS IN ACTION™

SMOKE SERIES AR1 BP 
LIMITED EDITION CUE
Our signature Smoke Series cue has been 
transformed into a Cue for a Cause! The 
Bright Pink Limited Edition Smoke Series 
AR1 BP cue will help create bold shots, and  
a great cause!

$10 of this purchase will benefit Bright Pink.  
Learn more at BRIGHTPINK.ORG.

SMOKE SERIES SC2 BP 
LIMITED EDITION CUE
Our signature Smoke Series cue has been 
transformed into a Cue for a Cause! The 
Bright Pink Limited Edition Smoke Series 
SC2 BP cue will help create bold shots —  
and the user — shine even brighter!

$10 of this purchase will benefit Bright Pink.  
Learn more at BRIGHTPINK.ORG.

http://brunswickbilliards.com
http://BrightPink.org
http://BrightPink.org
http://BrightPink.org


SCORER™ FOOSBALL
• Sturdy cabinet with a scratch-resistant laminate in a warm antique chestnut finish

• Brunswick exclusive humanistic counter-balanced men allow easier cross-court shots

• Melamine playfield with full-color logo

• Chrome-plated steel rods (120") resist bending and withstand abuse

• Four integral and removable rubber cup holders keep refreshments securely away from the playing surface

• Adjustable leg levelers

• 30" W x 56" L x 36" H

FOOSBALL GAME TABLE

23



8663 196TH AVE. • BRISTOL, WI 53104 • 1-800-336-8764 
VISIT US AT: BRUNSWICKBILLIARDS.COM

SCAN THE QR CODE FOR ONLINE 
ACCESS TO GREAT BRUNSWICK 

BILLIARDS PRODUCTS! 

FOR VALUABLE BILLIARDS  
RESOURCES VISIT OUR BLOG:  

BRUNSWICKGAMEON.COM

CONNECT WITH US:

©2015 BRUNSWICK BILLIARDS, INC. 

http://brunswickbilliards.com
http://brunswickgameon.com
https://www.pinterest.com/brunswickpool/
https://www.facebook.com/brunswickbilliards
https://twitter.com/brunswickpool
https://plus.google.com/+Brunswickbilliards1845/posts
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrunswickBilliards



